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                     CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. Overview of Industry as a whole 
 
Over a period of more than two decades the Indian Automobile  industry has 

been driving its own growth through phases . The entry of Suzuki corporation 

in Indian passenger car manufacturing of often pointed as the first sign of 

India turning to a market economy. Since then the automobile sector 

witnessed rapid growth year after year. By late-90’s the industry self reliance 

in engine and component manufacturing from the status of large scale 

importer. 

  

With comparatively higher rate of economic growth rate index against that of 

great global powers.  In d i a  h as  b ecom e a  h ub  o f  domestic and exports 

business. The automobile sector has been contributing its share to the shining 

economic performance of India in the recent years. 

  

 Overview of AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY 
 

 The Indian automobile industry is going through a technological  change 

where each firm is engaged in changing its processes and  technologies to 

sustain the competitive advantage and provide customers with the optimized 

products and services. Starting from t h e  t wo  wh ee l e r s ,  t ru ck s  an d  

t r a c t o r s  t o  t h e  m ul t i  u t i l i t y  v eh i c l es , commercial vehicles and the luxury 

vehicles, the Indian automobile industry has achieved tremendous amount of 

success in the recent years. 

 

 

A s  p e r  S o c i e t y o f  In d i an  Au to mo bi l e  M anu f ac t u re r s  S IA M  t h e  

m ark e t  sh a r e  o f  e ach  s egm en t  o f  t h e  ind us t r y i s  a s  f o l l o ws :  

 

The market shares of the segments of the automobile industry 
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T h e  k ey p l a ye r s  l i ke  Hi nd us t an  Mo to rs ,  M ar u t i  U d yo g ,  F i a t  In d i a  

P r i v a t e  Lt d ,  T a t a  M ot o rs  Ba j a j  Mo to r s ,  H e ro  M oto r s ,  As ho k  

Le yl an d  & M ah i nd ra .  M ah i nd r a  h av e  been  d omi n a t i n g  t h e  v eh i c l e  

i nd us t r y .  A  f ew o f  t h e  fo r e i gn  p l aye r s  l i ke  To yo t a ,  Ki r l os k a r  M ot o r  

Lt d ,  Sk od a  In d i a  P r i v a t e  Lt d ,  H on d a ,  S i e l  C a rs  In d i a  Lt d  h av e  a l so  

en t e r ed  th e  m ark e t  an d  h av e  ca t e r ed  to  t h e  cu s to mer ’ s  need s  to  a  

l a r ge  extent. 

 

There have been exhibitions like Auto Expo at Pragati Maidan, New Delhi to share the 

technological advancements. Besides this there are many new projects coming up in the 

automobile industry leading to growth of sector 

 

Top Ten Players in Indian Automobile Sector 

 
1. Maruti Suzuki India 

2. Hero Motors Limited 

3. Tata Group 

4. Bajaj Auto Limited 

5. Mahindra Group 

6. Ashok Leyland 

7. Yamaha Motors India 

8. Hyundai Motor India Limited 

9. Toyota Kirloskar Motor Private Limited 

10. Honda Motor India Private Limited 

 

The Ministry of Heavy Industries has released the Automotive Plan  2006-2016, 

with the motive of making India the most popular  manufacturing hub for 

automobiles and its components in Asia. The plan focuses on the removal of 
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all the bottlenecks that are inhibiting its growth in the domestic as well as 

international arena. 

 
1.2. History Of The Organization 

 
Yamaha’s history goes back over a hundred years to 1887 when Torakusu Yamaha 

founded the company which began producing reed organs.  The Yamaha Corporation in 

Japan has grown to become the world’s the largest manufacturer of full line of musical 

instruments, and a leading producer of audio/ visual products, semiconductors, and 

computer related products, sporting goods, home appliances and furniture, specialty 

metals, machine tools, industrial robots. 

 

The Yamaha Motor Corporation Ltd. Begun on july1, 1955 is a major part of entire 

Yamaha groups, but is a separately managed business entity from Yamaha Corporations. 

The Yamaha Motor Corporation is second largest manufacturer of motorcycles in the 

world. Yamaha Motor Corporation owns its wholly- owned subsidiary in U.S. called 

Yamaha Motor Corporation, USA, that is handling not only motorcycles but also golf 

carts, snow mobiles, outboard engines and water vehicles , under the brand name of 

Yamaha as well.  

 

In 1954, the production of first motorcycle had begun, a simple 125 cc single cylinder 

two- stroke. It was the copy of German DKW design, which the British BSA company 

had also copied in the post era and manufactured as Bantam. 

 

The first Yamaha YMI known to Japanese enthusiasts as Akatombo, the “red dragonfly”, 

established a reputation as well built and reliable machine. Racing success helped boost 

its popularity and second machine, 175cc YCl as soon in production. 

The first Yamaha designed motorcycle was the twin cylinder YDl produced in 1957. The 

racing version produced 20bhp, won the Mount Asama, race that year. Production was 

still modest at 15,811 motorcycles, far less than Honda or Suzuki. 

The company grew rapidly over the next three years and in 1959 introduced the first 

sports model to be offered by a Japanese factory, the twin cylinder YDSI with five speed 

gearbox. Owners who wanted to compete in road racing or motocross could buy kits to 

convert machine for both road and motocross racing.  

By 1960, production has increased 600% to 138,000 motocycles. In Japan a period of 

recession followed during which Yamaha and other major Japanese manufacturers, 

increased their exports. So that they would not be so dependent on the home market. 

 To help boost expert sales, Yamaha sent a team to the European Grant Prix in 1963, but 

it was not until the 1963 season that results were achieved.  
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After the Korean War the American economy was  booming and Japanese exports were 

increasing in the 1962. Yamaha exported12,000 motorcycles. The next year it was 36000 

and in 1964, production rose to 87,000. 

 

In 1963, Yamaha has produced a small batch of 250cc road racing motorcycles for sale, 

the air cooled, twin cylinder TDl. Ever since then Yamaha has built and sold motorcycles 

that could be raced successfully “straight out of the crate” and as a consequence. Yamaha 

machines have won more road races than any other make exposing Yamaha to a good 

deal of publicity. 

 

By 1965, production was 244,000 units split about 50/50 between home and export sales. 

One of biggest drawbacks to sales of two strokes was that the rider had to mix oil with 

their gas Yamaha technicians accomplished a major technical feat by the development 

and introduction of a new Autolube system. 

 

Basically an oil tank that fed lubricant to a pump that metered oil to the big ends, main 

bearings and cylinder barrels. It proved very reliable and did away with mixing oil and 

gas at every fill up. 

 

The first overseas factory was opened in Siam in 1966 to supply Southeast Asia. In 1967 

Yamaha production surpassed that of Suzuki by 4,000 at 406,000 units Yamaha 

established a lead with the introduction of first true trail bike “the 250cc single cylinder 

OTI”. The company also developed a two liter six cylinder double overhead camshaft 

sports car unit for Toyota Motor. This proved helpful when Yamaha produced their own 

high performance four- stroke motorcycles. In 1969 Yamaha built a full size road racing 

circuit near their main factory at lwata. 

 

By 1970, the number of models had expanded to 20 ranging from 50cc to 350cc, with 

production up to 574,000 machines. 60% of which were for export. That year Yamaha 

broke their two stroke tradition by launching their first four stroke motorcycle the 650XSl 

vertical twin modeled on the famous Triumph twins. 

 

In 1973, production topped one million motorcycles per year for the first time leaving 

Suzuki way behind at 642,000 and catching up on Honda’s 1,836,000. During the 1970’s 

Yamaha technicians concentrated on development of four stroke models that were 

designed to pass ever increasing exhaust emission laws and to be more economical than 

the two strokes had made Yamaha’s fortune. 

 

Over the years Yamaha produced some less successful motorcycles. 

.  The TX750 twin of 1972 

.  The TX500 double overhead camshaft four valve per cylinder, twin of 1973.               

. The XS750 shaft drive double overhead camshaft three cylinder of 1976. 

. And XS Eleven four cylinder of 1977, was at the time the biggest bike produced by a 

Japanese manufacturer. 

. Other four strokes were more successful notably. 

. The XT500 single cylinder trail bike of 1976. 
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. And the XS350 single overhead camshaft, twin. 

 

In the 70’s the RD twin cylinder sports model were a big success as well as the 

RD250LC and RD350LC water cooled versions that replaced them in the eighties which 

were based on the famous TZ race bikes. 

 

Production in the 1980 was 2,234,000 with export sales of 1,383,000. In the 1980’s the 

company introduced the compact XJ four cylinder models ranging from 550cc to1100cc. 

Not wanting to miss anything the company also introduced the 750cc and 1000cc air 

cooled V-twin models followed by the XZ550 water cooled mid weight sports bike. 

 

 

1.3. COMPANY PROFILE 

 

ABOUT INDIA YAMAHA PVT. LTD. 

 
Yamaha made its initial foray into India in 1982.Subsequently entered into 50/50 joint 

venture with the Escorts Group in 1996. However in August 2001 Yamaha acquired its 

remaining stake becoming a 100% subsidiary of Yamaha Motor Co. Ltd. Japan. In 2008, 

Mitsui’s CO. Ltd. entered into an agreement with YMC to become a joint investor, in the 

motorcycle manufacturing company – “India Yamaha Motor Private Limited” 

 

IYM operates from its state of the art manufacturing units at Surajpur in Utter Pradesh 

and Faridabad in Haryana, and produces motorcycles both for domestic and export 

markets, with a strong workforce of more than 2000 employees.  IYM is highly customer 

driven and has a countrywide network of over 400 dealers. Presently its product portfolio 

includes VMAX (1,679cc),  MT01(1,670cc), YZF-R1(998cc), Fazer(153cc), FZ-

S(153cc),  FZ16(153cc), YZF-R15(150cc), Gladiator type SS and RS(125cc),  Gladiator 

Graffiti (125cc),  G5(106cc),  Alba(106cc),  and Crux(106cc). 

 

PRODUCTS PROFILE IN YAMAHA MOTOR PVT. LTD. 
 

                                       VMAX 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Engine type Liquid cooled, 4-stroke, DOHC, 4-valve, 

V-type 4-cylinder 

Engine Cooling Liquid cooled 

Displacement 1,679cc 

Bore & Stroke 90.0 x 66.0 mm 

 

 
 Compression ratio 11.3:1 

Maximum output 200.1PS / 9,000 rpm 

Maximum torque 166.8Nm / 6,500 rpm 

Lubrication system Wet sump 

Fuel system Fuel injection 

Starter method Electric 

Clutch type Wet, multiple-disc 
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Ignition system T.C.I 

Transmission system Constant mesh, 5-speed 

Final transmission Shaft drive 

Primary/Secondary reduction ratio 1.509/3.082 

Gear ratios 1st gear=2.375, 2nd gear= 1.81, 3rd gear= 

1.4, 4th gear= 1.115, 5th gear = 0.935 

Fuel tank volume 15 litres 

Engine oil volume 5.9 litres 

 

CHASSIS 

Aluminum, Diamond-shaped  

Suspension (Front/Rear) Telescopic fork/Swingarm 

Wheel travel (Front/Rear) 120/110 mm 

Caster angle 31° 

Trail 148 mm 

Brake Type (Front/Rear) Dual Hydraulic disc Ø 320 mm/Single 

Hydraulic disc brake Ø 298 mm 

Tyre Size (Front/Rear) 120/70 R18M/C (59V)/  

200/50 R18M/C (76V) 

Overall Length x Width x Height 2,395 x 820 x 1,190 mm 

Seat height 775 mm 

Kerb weight 310 kg 

Wheelbase 1,700 mm 

Minimum ground clearance 140 mm 

Service weight 310 kg 

 

                                                                 YZF R1 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 

Engine type Liquid cooled 4-stroke DOHC, 4-valve 

Displacement 998 cc 

Bore & Stroke 78.0 x 52.2 mm 

Compression ratio 12.7:1 

Maximum output 182.1PS / 12,500 rpm 

Maximum torque 115.5NM / 10,000 rpm 

Starting system Electric 

Lubrication wet sump 

Clutch type Wet multiple-disc 

Ignition system T.C.I 

Primary/Secondary reduction ratio 65/43 (1.512)- 47/17 (2.765) 

Secondary reduction system Chain drive 

Transmission type Constant mesh, 6-speed 

Final transmission Chain 
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Maximum Speed (crouched) 285km/h 

Minimum turning radius 3500 mm 

Cylinder layout In-line 4-cylinder 

Radiator capacity(including all routes) 2.773 L 

Air filter type Paper 

Spark plug model CR9EK 

Battery voltage/capacity 12V, 8.6AH(10H) 

 

Gear ratio 1st gear=38/15  2.533, 2nd 

gear=33/16   2.063, 3rd 

gear=37/21   1.762, 4th 

gear=35/23   1.522, 5th 

gear=30/22   1.364, 6th gear=33/26   1.269 

Headlight bulb type Halogen bulb 

Headlight 3312V, 55W ×2 

Auxiliary light 12V, W5W ×2 

Brake/tail light LED 

Turn signal light(Front) 12V, 10.0 W ×2 

Turn signal light(Rear) 12V, 10.0 W ×2 

Speedometer LCD Digital 

Tachometer Analog 

Odometer LCD Digital 

Trip meter LCD Digital 

Water temperature meter LCD Digital 

Clock LCD Digital 

Shock absorber assembly type(Front) Coil spring/oil damper 

Shock absorber assembly type(Rear) Coil spring/gas-oil damper 

 

Frame type Diamond 

Front suspension Telescopic fork 

wheel travel (front/rear) 120/120 mm 

Rear suspension Swingarm 
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Brake type (front/rear) 310 /220 mm 

Tyre Size (front /rear) 120/70ZR17M/C(58W)/, 

190/55ZR17M/C(75W) 

Overall length x width x height 2,070mm x 715mm x 1,130mm 

Seat height 835mm 

Wheelbase 1,415mm 

Minimum ground clearance 135mm 

Kerb weight 206 kg 

Dry weight (with oil and fuel) 206 kg 

Fuel tank volume 18 litres 

Engine oil volume 3.7 Litres 

                                                                             

 

                                                            R15 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 

 

Engine type Liquid-cooled, 4-stroke, SOHC, 4-valve 

Cylinder arrangement Single cylinder 

Displacement 149.8cc 

Bore & Stroke 57 × 58.7mm 

Compression ratio 10.4:1 

Maximum power 17PS/ 8,500rpm 

Maximum torque 15N.m / 7,500rpmm 

Starting system Electric start 

Lubrication wet sump 

Fuel tank capacity 12 liters 

Fuel supply system Fuel Injection 

Ignition system T.C.I 

Primary / Secondary reduction ratio 3.042 / 3.133 

Clutch type Wet Multiple-disc 

Transmission type Return type 6-speed 

Gear ratios 1st=2.833, 2nd＝1.875, 3rd=1.364, 

4th=1.143, 5th=0.957, 6th=0.84 

 

Frame type Delta box 

Caster / Trail 26° / 98mm 

Tire size (Front / Rear) 90/80-17 / 130/70-R17 

Brake type (Front / Rear) Hydraulic, single disc (Front / Rear) 

Suspension type (Front / Rear) Telescopic / Linked type Monocross 

Headlight Lo beam12V/35W X1, Hi beam12V/35W 

X2 

Battery 12V, 3.5Ah (10H) 

 

Overall length x width x height 1,970mm x 670mm × 1,070mm 

Seat height 800mm 
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Wheelbase 1,345mm 

Minimum ground clearance 160mm 

Kerb weight 136Kg 

 

                                                               

 

 

 

                                                                  FAZER 

 
 

TECHINCAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 

 

Engine type Air-cooled, 4-stroke, SOHC, 2-valve 

Displacement 153.0 cc 

Compression ratio 9.5:1 
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Maximum power 14PS @ 7500 rpm 

Maximum torque 13.6 Nm @ 6000 rpm 

Starting system Electric & Kick start 

Fuel tank capacity 12 litres 

Lubrication type Wet Sump 

Fuel Supply Carburetor 

Transmission type Constant mesh 5-speed 

Clutch type Wet, multiple-disc 

Cylinder Layout Forward-inclined Single cylinder 

Bore × Stroke 58.0 × 57.9 mm 

Battery 12 V, 5.0 AH (10H) 

Gear ratios  1st=2.714, 2nd=1.789, 3rd=1.318, 4th=1.045, 

5th=0.875 

Primary / Secondary reduction ratio  3.409/2.857 

 

Frame type  Diamond 

Brake type(front/rear) disc / drum 

Headlight 12V, 35/35W 

Caster / trail   25 degree/ 101 mm 

Tyre size (front/rear)   100/80-17 / 140/60-R17 

Suspension (front/rear)    Telescopic/ Monocross 
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Overall Length × Width × Height 2,075mm × 761mm × 1,119mm 

Seat height 790mm 

Wheelbase 1,334mm 

Minimum ground clearance 160mm 

Kerb weight 141 kg 

 

 

 

 

                                                                  FZ16 

 

 

        
 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
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Engine type Air-cooled, 4-stroke, SOHC 

Displacement 153.0cc 

Bore & Stroke 58.0 × 57.9mm 

Compression ratio 9.5:1 

Maximum output 14PS / 7500 rpm 

Maximum torque 13.6 N.m / 6000 rpm 

Starting method Electric & Kick 

Lubrication type Wet sump 

Fuel Supply Carburetor 

Clutch type Wet, multiple-disc 

Primary/secondary reduction ratio 3.409 / 2.857 

Transmission type Constant mesh 5-speed 

Gear ratio 1st=2.714 2nd=1.789 3rd=1.318 4th=1.045 

5th=0.875 

Cylinder layout Single Cylinder 

 

Frame type Diamond 

Suspension (front/rear) Telescopic/ Swingarm 

Wheelbase 1,335mm 

Brake type(front/rear) Disc/Drum 
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Tire size (front/rear) 100/80-17 / 140/60-R17 

Headlight 12 V, 35/35W 

Battery 12 V, 5.0 Ah 

Caster / trail   25 degree/ 101 mm 

  

 

Overall Length × Width × Height 1973mm x 770mm x 1045mm 

Seat height 790mm 

Wheelbase 1,334mm 

Minimum ground clearance 160mm 

Kerb weight 135 kg 

Fuel tank volume 12 liters 

Engine oil volume 1.2 liters 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 

Engine type Air-cooled, 4-stroke, SOHC 

Displacement 153.0cc 

Bore & Stroke 58.0 × 57.9mm 

Compression ratio 9.5:1 

Maximum output 14PS @ 7500 rpm 

Maximum torque 13.6 N.m @ 6000 rpm 

Starting method Electric & Kick 

Lubrication type Wet Sump 

Fuel Supply Carburetor 

Clutch type Wet, multiple-disc 
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Primary/secondary reduction ratio 3.409 / 2.857 

Transmission type Constant mesh 5-speed 

Gear ratio 1st=2.714 2nd=1.789 3rd=1.318 4th=1.045 

5th=0.875 

Cylinder layout Single Cylinder 

Battery 12 V, 5.0 Ah 

 

Frame type Diamond 

Suspension (front/rear) Telescopic/ Swingarm 

Wheelbase 1,334mm 

Brake type(front/rear) Disc/Drum 

Tire size (front/rear) 100/80-17 / 140/60-R17 

Headlight 12 V, 35/35W 

Caster / trail  25 degree/ 101 mm 

 

Overall Length × Width × Height 1,973 mm × 770 mm × 1,090 mm 

Seat height 790 mm 

Wheelbase 1,334 mm 

Minimum ground clearance 160 mm 

Kerb weight 135 kg 

Fuel tank volume 12 liters 
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Engine oil volume 1.2 liters 

 

 

                                              SZR 

 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 

Engine type Air cooled, 4 stroke, SOHC, 2-Valve 

Displacement 153 cc 

Bore & Stroke 58.0 X 57.9mm 

Compression ratio 9.5:1 

Maximum output 12.1PS/7500rpm 

Maximum torque 12.8Nm/4500rpm 

Starting system Electric Start/Kick Start 
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Lubrication wet sump 

Cylinder layout Single cylinder 

Clutch type wet, multiple disc 

Ignition system C.D.I 

Fuel supply Carburettor 

Battery 12V,5 AH(10H) 

Headlight Halogen bulb (12 V, 35/35 W) 

Primary/Secondary reduction ratios 3.409/3.000 

Tranmission type Constant Mesh 5 – Speed 

Caster/Trail 26 degree/99 mm 

Gear ratios 1st=2.714, 2nd=1.789, 3rd=1.318, 4th=1.045, 

5th=0.916 

 

Frame type Diamond 

Suspension (Front/Rear) Telescopic/Swingarm 

Brake Type (Front/Rear) Disc /Drum 

Tyre size (Front/Rear)  (2.75- 17 41P )/ (100/90-17 55P) 

 

Overall length x width x height 2050 x 730 x 1100 mm 

Kerb Weight 134 Kg 

Seat Height 802mm 
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Wheelbase 1,320mm 

Minimum ground clearance 165mm 

Engine oil volume 1.2 L 

Fuel tank capacity 14 liters 

                                     

                                        YBR 

 
 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 

 

Engine type Air-cooled, 4-stroke, SOHC 

Displacement 123 cc 

Bore & Stroke 54.0 × 54.0 mm 

Compression ratio 10.0:1 

Maximum power 10.88PS@7,500 rpm 
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Maximum torque 10.40N.m / 6,500 rpm 

Starting system Electric Start 

Lubrication wet sump 

Cylinder layout Forward inclined Single cylinder 

Clutch type Wet, multiple disc 

Ignition system DC CDI 

With Oil and Fuel 126kg 

Fuel Supply Carburettor 

Primary/Secondary reduction ratio 3.400/3.214 

Transmission Type Constant mesh 4-speed 

Gear ratios 1st=3.000, 2nd＝1.687, 3rd:=1.200, 4th=0.875 

Caster/Trail 26.4 degree/90 mm 

  

  

 

Frame type Diamond 

Battery 12 V, 5.0 Ah 

Headlight 12 V, 35W/35 W x 1 

Suspension(Front/Rear) Telescopic/Swing arm 

Brake Type(Front/Rear) Drum/Drum 

Tyre size(Front/Rear) 2.75-18" 4PR/3.00-18 6PR 
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Seat Height 795mm 

 

Overall length x width x height 2,065mm x 730mm × 1,100mm 

Wheelbase 1300mm 

Minimum ground clearance 180mm 

Engine oil volume 1.1 liters 

Fuel tank capacity 13.6 liters 

 

                                           

 

                                Mission 

Yamaha Group are committed to:- 

Be the Exclusive & Trusted Brand renowned for marketing and manufacturing of 

YAMAHA products, focusing on serving our customer where we can build long term 

relationships by raising their lifestyle through performance excellence, proactive design 

& innovative technology. Our innovative solutions will always exceed the changing 

needs of our customers and provide value added vehicles. 

Build the Winning Team with capabilities for success, thriving in a climate for action and 

delivering results. Our employees are the most valuable assets and we intend to develop 

them to achieve international level of professionalism with progressive career 

development. As a good corporate citizen, we will conduct our business ethically and 

socially in a responsible manner with concerns for the environment. 

Grow through continuously innovating our business processes for creating value and 

knowledge across our customers thereby earning the loyalty of our partners & increasing 

our stakeholder value. 

Core Competences 
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Customer #1 

We put customers first in everything we do. We take decisions keeping the customer in 

mind. 

Challenging Spirit 

We strive for excellence in everything we do and in the quality of goods & services we 

provide. We work hard to achieve what we commit & achieve results faster than our 

competitors and we never give up. 

Team-work 

We work cohesively with our colleagues as a multi-cultural team built on trust, respect, 

understanding & mutual co-operation. Everyone's contribution is equally important for 

our success. 

Frank & Fair Organization 

We are honest, sincere, open minded, fair & transparent in our dealings. We actively 

listen to others and participate in healthy & frank discussions to achieve the 

organization's goals. 

Group Companies:- 

Yamaha Motor Group operations around the world 
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Japan:- 

 

 Yamaha Motorcycle Sales Japan Co., Ltd. 

 Yamaha Motor Engineering Co., Ltd. 

 Sunward International, Inc. 

 Sugo Co., Ltd. 

 Yamaha Kumamoto Products Co., Ltd. 

 Yamaki Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 

 Yamaha Amakusa Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 

 Maricom Tokai Co., Ltd. 

http://www.ymsj.jp/
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 JOB Co., Ltd. 

 Y's Gear Co., Ltd. 

 i-PULSE Co., Ltd. 

 Yamaha Motor Powered Products Co., Ltd. 

 Yamaha Skytech Co., Ltd. 

 Nishi Nippon Skytech Co., Ltd. 

 Yamaha Motor Electronics Co., Ltd. 

 TOYOBESQ CO., LTD. 

 Hamakita Industry Co., Ltd. 

 Fine Catec Co., Ltd. 

 Yamaha Motor Hydraulic System Co., Ltd. 

 Melco Co., Ltd. 

 Yamaha Motor Assist Co., Ltd. 

 Yamaha Motor Support & Service Co., Ltd. 

 Yamaha Motor Management Service Co., Ltd. 

 Yamaha Motor Solutions Co., Ltd. 

 Izumisano Water Front Co., Ltd. 

 Marin Wave Otaru Inc. 

 Choshi Marina Co., Ltd. 

 Marina Akita Co., Ltd. 

 Hayama Marina Co., Ltd. 

 Yokohama Bay Side Marina Co., Ltd. 

 Ecole Toyohashi Co., Ltd. 

 Amagasaki Sports Forest Co., Ltd. 

 Sakura Kogyo Co., Ltd. 

 A.I.S CORPORATION 
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                         CHAPTER 2 – MANUFACTURING 

 
2.1. CASTING AND ITS TYPES 

 
Metal-casting processes are the primary manufacturing processes that are 

used to make complex parts utilizing liquid metal.  

Casting generally means pouring molten metal into a ref ractory mould with a 

cavity of shape to be made and allowing it to solidify. When solidified, and 

desired metal object is taken out from refractory mould either by breaking the 

mould or by taking mould apart. The solidified object is called casting. This 

process  is also called founding.  

 

 Selecting the right metal casting process: 
1. For any metal casting process, selection of right alloy, size, shape,     thickness, 

tolerance, texture, and weight, is very vital. 

2. Special requirements such as magnetism, stress distribution also influence the 

choice of Metal casting process. 

3. Tool cost 

4. Economics of machining versus process costs. 

5. Adequate protection/packaging, shipping constraints, regulation of final 

components, weights and shell life of protective coatings also play their part in 

Metal casting process. 

6. Views of tooler designer, foundry or machine house needs, customers exact 

product requirements, and secondary operations like painting, must be taken care 

of before selecting the appropriate Metal Casting process. 

 

The casting department hadles the following operations: 

 Melting: 

The ADC-12 and ADC-14 alloys are melted in a furnace at 650-800 degree 

Celsius. The returns including rejections like runners, riser, casting and machining 

rejections are also sent for melting. They are loaded in trolley’s using an 

electromagnet of 5 ton capacity. A charging vibrator is used to transfer this 

material into the induction furnace. 

 

 Sand Preparation: 

(sand + water+ bentonite clay +carbonaceous material) this mixture is heated and 

then passed on a conveyor where mixer thoroughly mixes it.  

 

  Sand Mould: 
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1. The mixer sand is transferred to sand moulding machine which applies a pressure 

of 15Kg/cm^2 to make the sand moulds. 

2.  It operates at a fixed cycle time. 

3.  These sand moulds are passed onto a moving belt and melted    material material 

is poured in them by a pressure funnel (which has the heater arrangement to keep 

the molten material at a fixed temperature).  

4.  The molten material is kept in pouring furnaces connected funnel. 

5.  The temperature of pouring is 1380 to 1450 degree Celsius depending upon the 

component to be made. 

 

 Casting Line: 

1. The castings are then moved on a vibrator on which sand mould breaks. 

2. The casting are passed through rotating drums having holes to remove sand from 

casting. 

3. The casting then undergoes SHOT BLASTING operation (balls of specific 

material are projected at high velocities on casting) to remove sand particles from 

casting. 

4.  The components from casting rejections (shrinkage, blow holes, flow marks, 

flash etc.) are check after shot blasting. 

5.  The OK components are passed for breaking of runner and riser. 

 

 

 Core and Pattern Shop: 

1. The casting shop has in house facility of core making. The resin coated sand is 

replicated to make core for cavities. 

2.  It is heated so that all the moisture in sand is lost making the core to reach the 

desired strength. 

3.  The final gating and pouring basin for the pattern are made here attaching wood 

pieces to the finished pattern obtained from the department. 

4.  The cores made in Yamaha are generally of four types: 

1) Air hole core           

2) Ports  

3) Central core 

4) Chain room core 

 

 Process Flow Diagram: 

 
                         Melting 

 

 

                                   Casting 
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                                                 Fettling 

                                                                              

                                               Machining  

 

                                           Paint Shop 

 

                                           Assembly 

    

Casting process is classified into into two groups: 

Hot Forming Process: 

Examples are centrifugal casting, Extrusion, Forging, Full mold casting, Investment 

casting, Permanent or Gravity die casting, Plaster mold casting, Sand casting, Shell mold 

casting. The method to be used depends on nature of products to be cast. 

Cold Forming Process:  

Examples are squeeze casting, Pressure die casting, Gravity die casting, Burnishing, 

coining, Impact extrusion, pining, sizing, thread rolling 
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The casting process used in Yamaha motor was Pressure die casting       (high pressure 

die casting and low pressure die casting). Die casting is a metal casting process that is 

characterized by forcing the molten metal under high pressure into mould cavity. The 

mould cavity is created is using two hardened tool steel dies.  The casting equipment and 

the metal dies represent large capital costs and this tends to limit the process to high 

volume production. Manufacture of parts using die casting is relatively simple, involving 

only four main steps, which keeps the incremental cost per item low. It is especially 

suited for a large quantity of small to medium sized castings, which is why die casting 
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produces more castings than any other casting process. Die castings are characterized by 

a very good surface finish (by casting standards) and dimensional consistency. 

 

High Pressure Die Casting: 

Process: 

1. Spray the mould with lubricant and close it. This helps to maintain the inside 

temperature of the die and also allows easy removal of cast product. 

2. The nitrogen gas increases the accumulator pressure and molten metal is injected 

into the shot sleeve. 

3.  The metal in injected at very high pressure which ensures precise shape of cast 

object. 

4.  After the mould fills completely, it is allowed to cool under high pressure.  

5.  Open the die and cast product is removed with the help of ejector pins. 

    

 

                            

                     High Pressure Die Casting Machine 

HPDC are hydraulic based machines. Dycote is used for cooling the dies. The dies are 

also cooled by water for efficient cooling of casting. This increase dies life. HPDC is 

controlled by three factors:  

1. Accumulator pressure  

2.  Die opening time 
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3.  Nitrogen pressure 

 Nitrogen pressure is produces with the help of nitrogen gas.  

 Nitrogen gas pushes the piston accumulator and accumulator pressure is 

produced. 

 The time between closing the die for casting to the opening it, is called opening 

time. 

 

Low Pressure Die Casting:  

Process: 

1.  First a metal die a positioned above a sealed furnace containing molten metal. A 

refractory lined riser extends from the bottom of the die into the molten metal. 

2.  Low pressure air (15-100 kPa) is then introduced into the furnace. This makes the 

molten metal rise up the tube and enters the die cavity with low turbulence.  

3.  After the metal has solidified, the air pressure is released, This makes the metal 

still in the molten state in the riser tube to fall back into the furnace, After 

subsequent cooling, the die is opened and casting extracted. 

 The die opening time is kept 240 sec. 

  Filter is used to prevent casting from dust. 

 Breaking of internal burnt cores by hammer of electric hammer. 
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                                        FETTLING PROCESS 

 Fettling means to remove excess moulding material and casting irregularities from a cast 

component. It is cleaning, polishing, and maintaining systems so that they will be 

functional or will remain functional. 

1.  First take OK casting and start fettling. 

2.  Remove all the outer flase.  

3. After that face of parting line is cleaned with the help of rough file. 

4.  Clean of flase of ejector pins. 

5.  Clean shot hole.  

6.  After that check the casting and put it in trolly. 

 The dry sand cores can be removed simply by knocking off with an iron bar, by 

means of core vibrator, or by means of hydroblasting. 

 The gates and risers can be removed by hammering, chipping, hack sawing, 

abrasive cutoff or by flame or arc cutting. Removal of gates and risers can 

simplified by providing a reduced metal section at casting joint. 

  The burrs are removed on the surface of casting manually. 

  Shot Hanger Blast Panel is generally used as surface truer. 
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              CHAPTER 3 – MACHINING 
 
Different types of machines used in machine shop are: 

 

 Computer Numerical Control Machine 
  These machines are used to perform different machining operations. The CNC    Work according to 

program written by operator. CNC have two or more programmable directions of motion called axis. An 

axis can be linear or rotary.  

 Common linear axis are X,Y and Z 

 Common rotary axis are A,B and C 

 The axis of any CNC machine is required for the purpose of causing the motion needed for 

manufacturing process. 

 

 Lathe Machine 
     Theses all have self centered chucks. 

 

 Grinding Machine 
     Cylindrical Grinding Machine are used for surface grinding. 

 
  Word    Meaning                Context   More information 

Boring Boring is an 

operation to enlarge 

and finish holes 

accurately. This may 

be done on lathe or a 

milling machine. 
          
Boring is a machine operation in which work 

is in contact with a single point tool. 

A work piece may be held 

in 3, 4 and 6 jaw chucks 

and collets. 

Broaching Broaching is an 

operation that 

completes the cutting 

in one stroke or cut. 

            
Broaching can be done both on external or 

internal surfaces. 

The teeth of  broaching tool 

are equally spaced so that 

as the tool advances into 

the work piece, each tooth 

removed a specified 

amount of metal. 
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Drilling Drilling is an 

economical way of 

removing large 

amount of metal to 

create semi precise 

round hole or cavity. 
          
 

Drilling allows a person to make holes 

through boards, metals and other materials. 

Used for last removal of 

stock on preparation for 

other operation like boring, 

reaming or tapping. 

Drill Press A machine designed 

to hold drill bits which 

will produce 

cylindrical holes. 

                  
 
Used for cylindrical holes as well as 

reaming, boring, counter boring, counter 

seeking, horning, tapping, lapping. 

 

There are three major types: 

Sensitive drill, upright drill, 

Radal arm drill 

Facing Facing is a lathe 

operation in which 

cutting tool removes 

metal from end of 

work piece or 

shoulder.          
 
Facing is a machine operation where the 

work is rotated against a single point cutting 

tool. 

A work piece may be held 

in 3, 4 and 6 jaw chucks, 

collets or faceplates. 

Gang 

drilling 

machine 

Gang drilling machine 

performs a no. of  

drilling operations in a 

sequence. 

The gang drilling machine is series of single 

spindle drill heads mounted on a long table. 
Each head is equipped with 

different tool to part being 

machined as it moves from 

one station to next. 
Grinding Grinding is an 

operation in which 

cutting is done by the 

use abrasive particles. 

Grinding process removes very small chips 

in very large numbers by cutting the action 

of many small individual abrasive grains. 

The abrasive grains are 

formed into a grinding 

wheel. 

Very smooth surfaces can 

be accomplished by use of 

proper grinding wheel. 
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Grinding 

machine 
Grinding machine 

machines metal parts 

with abrasive wheel 

which can grind to 

close tolerances.  

              
 
Grinding machine can produce a part of 

identical size, shape and finish quantity. 

Various types of  grinding 

machines: 

Plain surface grinder, 

Rotary grinder, Tool and 

cutter grinder, internal 

grinder 

Horning Horning is internal 

cutting technique that 

uses abrasives on a 

rotating tool to 

produce extremely 

accurate holes of good 

surface finish. 

              

Similar to lapping where 

abrasive sticks are mounted 

in a rotating tool. 

Capable of accuracies of 

less than 1/10000 of an 

inch. 

Horizontal 

milling 

machine 

A horizontal milling 

machine uses a   

rotating tool to 

produces a flat 

surfaces.  

          
 
The milling machine provides cutting action 

with a rotating tool. 

The spindle is mounted on 

a horizontal position. 

Available in different sizes 

tables. 

Lathe  The Lathe is used for 

producing cylindrical 

work. The work piece 

is rotated while the 

cutting tool 

movement is 

controlled by the 

machine. 
        
 
The lathe is used for cylindrical work. 

The lathe may be used for 

tapping, boring, drilling, 

threading, facing, turning, 

grooving, polishing, and 

knurling 

Non 

precision 

grinding 

Non precision 

grinding is cutting 

technique used when 

the grinding does not 

need to accurate 

          

Non precision grinding is a 

free hand operation done on 

a pedestal or bench grinder. 
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Precision 

grinding 
Precision grinding is a 

cutting technique used 

when close tolerances 

and very smooth 

finishes are required. 

           
 
Precision grinding machine is often used as 

finish machining process. 

Precision grinding allows 

very small amount of 

material to be removed 

from a work piece. This is 

extremely useful in 

acquiring smooth finishes. 

Reaming Reaming is a sizing 

operation that 

removes a small 

amount of metal from 

a hole already drilled. 

          
 
The reamer is the tool used for this 

operation. 

Machinists may use hand 

or machine reamers 

depending on the job they 

are performing. 

Single 

point 

threading 

Single point threading 

is a lathe operation 

used for creating 

internal/external 

precision machined 

threads with a single 

point tool.           
 

               Single point threading  

Uses a special cutting tool 

that reflects the thread form. 

There are over 100 thread 

forms. 

Sensitive 

drill press 
Sensitive drill press is 

a high speed machine 

that drills very small 

holes. 

             
 
             Sensitive drill press 

It is used for light duty 

work. 

Capable of speed of  

40000rpm 

Maximum drill size is 1/32 

of an inch 

Tapping  Taping is a process of 

cutting a thread inside 

a hole so that a cap 

screw hole or bolt can 

be threaded into the 

hole. Also it is used to            

Tapping may be done by: 

o Hand 

o Lathe machine 

o Milling machine 

o Tapping machine 
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make threads on the 

nut. 
Tapping is done with a tool called tap. 

Turning  Turning is a lathe 

operation in which 

cutting tool removes 

metal from outside 

diameter of work 

pieces.             
 
A single point tool is used for turning. 

A work piece may be held 

in 3,4 and 6 jaw chucks, 

collets or may be held 

between centers. 

Vertical 

milling 

machine 

A vertical milling 

machine uses a rotary 

to produce flat 

surfaces. A very 

flexible light duty 

machine. 

              
 
The milling machine provides cutting action 

with a rotating tool. 

The spindle is mounted on 

a vertical position. 

Available in different sizes 

tables. 

 

 

 Machining of Crankshaft: 
 

Machining of crankshaft for 125cc Yamaha bikes are as including following steps: 

1. Firstly the job is forged as from casting shop. 

2. Then shaft length is adjusted and centering and facing in done by CNC machine. 

3. Then outer diameter turning is done.  

4. Step turning is done. 

5. Then after inner diameter turning and facing of small diameter end. 

6. Then threading (thread rolls). 

7. Then grooving  

8. Drilling is done at 90 degree. 

9. Verticals drills are done for lubrication. 

10. Inner diameter hardening. 

11. Outer diameter hardening. 

12. Back face finishing. 

13. Inner diameter grinding. 

14. Then inspection is done and all the crankshafts are placed in A, B and C category. 

15. Balls pressing by machine. 
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Similarly, in case of machining of crankshaft 1 all the steps are same but extra hobbing (gear 

cutting) operation is done. Hobbing is done by micrometric grinding machine. 

 

 Machining of Connecting Rod: 
1. Firstly job is forged as from casting shop. 

2. Grinding is done on both sides. 

3. Chamfering of smaller end by CNC chamfering machine. 

4. Chamfering and boring of larger end is done. 

5.  Oil hole drilling at smaller end.  

6. Check for hardness 

7. Face grinding 

8. Larger diameter grinding 

9. Smaller diameter grinding 

10.  Horning of both the ends is done so that bearing easily move 

11. Inspection 

12. Ok piece go for assembly 

 

 Machining of Cylinder Head: 
1. Firstly job is forged as from casting shop. 

2. Milling of H00 face 

3. Fine boring is done by vertical milling machine 

4. Pin alignment 

5. Counter boring 

6. Spot facing is done 

7. End milling 

8. Inlet and chamfering is done by automatic tool chamfer machine which changes tool 

according to the operation 

9. Boring of inlet and outlet 

10. Taping and seat valve and guide machining 

11. Ball punch 

12. Inspection 
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                                             CHAPTER 4 – Heat Treatment 

 
4.1. Basics of Heat Treating: 
 Metals and alloys may not possess all the desired properties in finished product. 

 Alloying and heat treatment are two methods which are extensively used for 

controlling material properties. 

 In heat treatment 

 The microstructure of material are modified 

 The resulting phase transformation influences mechanical properties 

like strength, ductility, toughness, hardness and wear resistance. 

 

 Principle of Heat Treatment: 
 Is to increase service life of a product by increasing its strength or hardness, or 

prepare the material for improved manufacturability. 

 

 

 Heat Treatment Processes: 
1. Hardening 

2. Annealing  

3. Normalizing 

4. Tempering 

5. Surface hardening 

 

 Hardening: 
 Hardening is performed to impart strength and hardness to alloys by heating up to a 

certain temperature, depending on the material, and cooling it rapidly. 

 Steel is heated and held there until its carbon is dissolved, and then cooled rapidly, 

 The carbon does not get sufficient time to escape and get dissipated in the 

lattice structure. This helps in locking the dislocation movements when 

stresses are applied. 

 Quenching is performed 

 to cool hot metal rapidly by immersing it in brine (salt water), water, oil, 

molten salt, air or gas. 

 Quenching sets up residual stresses in the work piece and sometimes 

results in cracks. Residual stresses are removed by another process called 

annealing.               

 

 

 Annealing: 
 Annealing is performed to  

 reduce hardness, 

 remove residual stresses, 
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 improve toughness, 

 restore ductility, and 

 to alter various mechanical, electrical or magnetic 

 Properties of material through refinement of grains. 

 Cooling rate is very slow around 10oC per hour. 

 Process is carried out in a controlled atmosphere of inert gas to avoid oxidation. 

 Used to achieve ductility in work hardened steels 

 

 Normalizing 
 The process is similar to annealing and is carried out to avoid excessive softness 

in the material. 

 The material is heated above austenitic phase (1100 °C) and then cooled in air . 

This gives relatively faster cooing and hence enhanced hardness and less 

ductility. 

 Normalizing is less expensive than annealing. 

 In normalization variation in properties of different sections of a part is achieved. 

 The selection of heat treatment operations is strongly influenced by the carbon 

content in the steel. 

 

 Tempering 
 Martensite is very hard and brittle. 

 Tempering is applied to hardened steel to 

 reduce brittleness, 

 increase ductility, 

 and toughness and 

 relieve stresses in martensite structure. 

 In this process, the steel is heated to lower critical temperature 

                   (350-400 °C) keeping it there for about one hour and then cooled 

                   Slowly at prescribed rate. 

 This process increases ductility and toughness but also reduces hardness, 

strength and wear resistance marginally. 

 Increase in tempering temperature lowers the hardness. 

 

     Graphically relation between quenching, tempering and austenizing is shown by 

temperature  

     Time graph is as shown: 
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 Surface Hardening 
 Heat treatment methods in general change the properties of entire material. 

 Hardening improves wear resistance of material but lowers impact resistance and fatigue life. 

Therefore sometimes there is requirement of surface hardening 

 Two methods are used, first is heating and cooling to get required phase, and second is thermo-

chemical treatment. 

 Induction heating 

 Flame hardening 

 High frequency resistance heating 

 Laser beam hardening 

 Electron beam hardening 

 Carburizing 

 Nitriding 

 Cyaniding 
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           CHAPTER 5 – ELECTROPLATING 
                                 

 
5.1. COPPER PLATING 

Copper Plating is the process in which a layer of copper is deposited on the item to be 

plated by using an electric current. Three basic types of process are commercially 

available based upon system utilized. 

 Alkaline - (several modifications of cyanide and non cyanide) complexed bath. 

 Acid - (sulphate and fluoborate complexed) bath. 

 Mildly alkaline-( pyrophosphate) complexed bath 

 

With a higher current, hydrogen bubbles will form on the item to be plated, leaving 

surface imperfections. Often various other chemicals are added to improve plating 

uniformity and brightness. Without some form of additive, it is almost impossible to  

obtain a smooth plated surface. 

                          

 

                                   
 

                             Copper Plated Connecting Rod 

 

 
    The steps for copper plating are: 

 
1. Pre Degreasing 1: 

Chemical used: steel ex-20 

Temperature: 60-80 degree Celsius 

Time: 5 minute 

 

2. Pre Degreasing 2: 
Chemical used: En Bond CA-S 

Temperature: 60(+-) 2degree Celsius 

Time: 5 minute 
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3. Alkali Degreasing: 
Chemical used: En Bond CA-S 

Temperature: 60(+-) 2degree Celsius 

Time: 5 minute 

 

4. Anodic Degreasing: 
Chemical used: En Bond CA-S 

Temperature: 60(+-) 2degree Celsius 

Time: 5 minute 

 

5. Water Rinse: 
Chemical used: Running Water 

Temperature: Room temperature 

Time: 10-15 sec 

 

6. Acid dipping: 
Chemical used: Hydrochloric Acid 

Temperature: Room temperature 

Time: 5 sec 

 

7. Water Rinse: 
Chemical used: Running Water 

Temperature: Room temperature 

Time: 10-15 sec 

 

8. Neutralization: 
Neutralization is done by base sodium hydroxide base and hydrochloric is taken 

as acidic medium. 

 

9. Copper plating solution: 
Copper plating solution is Mel copper 

Temperature: 50 (+-) 2 degree Celsius 

PH: 10 (+-) 0.2 

 

10. Copper plating station: 
 Copper plating is done with current 0.8-1.4 A/dm^2 

  Then allow to water rinse air blow 

  Then oil is applied 

  Unloading 

 

If in any case copper plating is need to be depleting then it is done by dipping the parts in 

ammonia plus calcium sulphide plus demineralised water. Sometime Palfos is done in the 

case of copper plating. 
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                                   CHAPTER 6- PAINT SHOP 

                                       
Painting is done from saving the parts from environmental effects. Painting is also done 

to look good too. In industries a part undergo painting maximum three times. If after 

there found to be any error in inspection, then it is considered as waste. In Painting shop, 

a part undergo following departments: 
 

1. Masking Department: 
 In Masking Department masking paper is stick on the parts on which painting is 

not required. It prevents from oil and water. 

 Parts is first washed 

 Masking paper is stick in such a way so that there is a way to remove water 

 Masking paper is pressed with squeezer 

 

 

2. Washing Department: 

 Part undergo Pre Treatment Tank 
1. Temperature:  60(+-) 5 degree Celsius 

2. Spray pressure 0.5-0.8 Kg/cm^2 

3.  Chemical: Surf Powder 501NHM 

4.  Replenish: 0.6 Kg everyday 

5.  Move up: 1.6 Kg/4000L 

6.  Water used is either demineralised water, RO water, Raw water 

 Part is allowed to Air Blown 

Air is imparted at spray pressure after washing. 

 Part undergoes Dry Oven. 

In dry oven temperature is maintained to 65-75 degree Celsius to completely heat 

up the water after washing. 

 

 

3. IPA Department: 
 IPA means Iso Paraffin Alcohol. In this iso paraffin alcohol liquid is sprayed on 

the part 

 It undergoes Tag-Rag. In this process a cloth is used called wiping pad to clean 

the IPA liquid that has the property to stick the dust particles so clean up the part. 

 

4. Ionided Blower: 
 In this process IPA material is discharged. 

 Thus it charges the dust particles. 
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Masking Department

Loading

Washing Department

IPA Departmemt

Ionided Blower

Base Coating

Base Flash Off Zone

Top Coat Booth

Final Coating

Flash Off ZOne

Inspection

Unloading

Sanding (Repairing)
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5. Base Coating: 
 This is also called paint mixing department. Proper hardness and thinner is added 

in paint to provide sufficient strength. 

 Paint thickness: 35-40 micron 

 Hardener is added 10 ml to 1000ml of paint 

 While spraying paint on the parts, gun distance is kept 150 m from the part 

 The velocity of gun while spraying is 50 cm/s 

 

6. Base Flash Off Zone: 
 After base coating, parts are allowed to undergo flash off zone 

 It is done to dry the sprayed paint. 

 Temperature is maintained 26 (+-) 4 degree Celsius 

 

7. Final Coating: 
 In final coating SMX paint is used  

 Proper hardness and thinner is added in paint to provide sufficient strength 

 Final coating is done in the case when base coating is not clear or not done in a 

proper way 

 

 

8. Flash off Zone: 
 After final coating, parts are again allowed to undergo flash off zone 

 It is done to dry the final coating 

 Temperature is maintained 26 (+-) 4 degree Celsius 

 Parts are in flash off zone during 5 minutes 

 While spraying the paint, worker should be in the electrostatic dress 

 

Then products are go for inspection. The OK piece are unloaded and faulty pieces are 

sent for sanding ( reparing) and again loaded for same process again. This is allowed 

maximum three times. Thereafter parts are considered as waste. 

                    

 
 

 

 


